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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OF PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: 

Item 2.8,2 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA15-59 and EB30.R19； Documents 

EB)1/VP/1 and Add.l) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General^ introducing the itera, stated that 

document EB3l/WP/l contained the preliminary report which the Executive Board had, 

in its resolution EB)O.R19, requested the Director-General to submit following the 

decisions of the Fifteenth World Health Assembly regarding the organizational study 

on methods of planning and execution of projects. He emphasized that the document 

did not contain the organizational study but was purely in the nature of a 

preliminary report intended to assist the Board in determining the way in which it 

wished to proceed with the organizational study itself• 

The Director-General had attempted, in that report, to outline the basic 

requirements and the main problems of the situation* He had summarized the 

existing rules and procedures and had included explanatory details regarding the 

present arrangements within the Organization. 

He referred to the five main headings under which the report was presented, and 

also invited the Board
1

 s attention to the annexes, in particular Annex 1, which 

listed the organizational studies already undertaken by the Executive Board. Among 

them the Board would no doubt wish to take particular account of the seventh 

(Programme Analysis and Evaluation), the eighth (Programme Planning) and the 

ninth (Co-ordination with the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies). 

Commenting on the possible areas of study outlined in Part IV, on pages 3〇 and 31， 

he stressed the consideration that those possible areas had been indicated with the 

sole object of facilitating the Board*s task and without in any way intending to 
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prejudge its decision; other areas of study might well emerge as a result of the 

discussion which the Board would have. Part V related to the question of the 

desirability of establishing an ad hoc committee on methods of planning and execution 

ол projects. Paragraph 2 of part V related to the invitation extended to members 

of the Board to make comments for inclusion in the report; the one communication 

received on the subject was contained in document EB)l/WP/l Add.1 

V 

Professor ZDANOV recalled that he had demonstrated at the Fifteenth World 

Health Assembly his interest in the problem under consideration. He had therefore 

studied the Director-General
!

s report with the greatest attention. He commended 

the choice of the six subjects for possible areas of study, contained in part IV of 

the report, and considered that they were all worthy of further consideration. 

Nevertheless, he believed that it would also be useful to raise certain general 

considerations, which were intended not as criticisms but as constructive suggestions. 

It seemed to him that while the report laid adequate emphasis on methodology^ 

the problem of how to use the funds allocated to optimum effect with the greatest 

economy had not been sufficiently stressed, and that accordingly investigations into 

that aspect could be extended further. He referred specifically to the three points 

listed in his communication (document EB)l/WP/l Add. 1) on which he considered that an 

ad hoc committee should concentrate its attention in particular. However, it would 

also be desirable for further consideration to be given, at some future time, to 

certain broader questions: for instance, the scope of activity of the Board; 

greater decentralization of activity with a view to strengthening the work of the 

regional offices; management of funds allocated with a view t o achieving maximum 
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economy; the relationship between staff at headquarters and in the regions; ways 

and means of increasing the efficiency of the staff and, where possible, of reducing 

the number of posts; the possible contribution of highly developed countries in 

respect of contractual technical services， and the relationship between activities 

carried out in the regions and those carried out from headquarters. 

There were a number of points arising out of the proposed programme and budget 

estimates for 196斗，contained in Official Records N o . 121, which afforded material 

for further study along the lines he had suggested. He in no way wished to revert 

to an item on which the Board had already taken its decision but was merely referring 

to that document as a source of examples. Thus it would be interesting to know what 

proportion of the over-all increase referred to on page XVTII would be used directly 

for raising the level of activity> and whether a larger part could not be devoted to 

work at the country level. An interesting example of what could be done would be 

found in document EB^l/6, which showed that the staff provided for at the South-

East Asia Regional Office remained the same in 1962, 196) and. 1964 despite the 

increase in activity• He recalled that D r Watt had suggested a reduction in the 

funds allocated for Appropriation Section 7，with a corresponding increase in the 

funds under Appropriation Section K; the reply given by the Assistant Director-

General to that suggestion had shown that the problem was one of great importance. 

It might be sound to consider, moreover, whether the funds allocated for Africa were 

in the correct proportion compared with funds allocated to other regions• Material 

in other documents also provided examples of areas which called for thorough and 

careful studies^ such as the reasons for the general rise in expenditure for each 

project. Other more general questions should also be considered г for example, it-

would be useful to study how information with regard to scientific discoveries could 

be more rapidly disseminated to all countries. 

•b 
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Any ad hoc committee should be limited in numbers and should begin its studies 

at the centre. For the ad hoc committee to be too large and to visit different 

countries would not result in rationalizing the Organization
T

 s activities, but only 

in an increase in expenditure. He would comment more fully on the composition of 

the ad hoc committee when it came to be considered. 

All the problems referred to were of extreme importance and the Executive Board 

would have to decide which deserved priority consideration. The main purpose was 

to achieve maximum efficiency of projects and thus to have better results for less 

expenditure• The problems were of sufficient gravity to warrant lengthy study and 

the Board^s discussion could make a substantial contribution towards helping to find 

the ways and means to attain the aim of the Organization to further health 

throughout the world. 

Dr WATT believed that his 

Institute in the United States 

own experience with regard 

of America was relevant to 

an advisory 

to. the National Heart 

the problem under 

council with responsibility discussion» That body had since 1948 set up 

for approving projects in many parts of the world and many of the considerations 

to be taken into account were similar to those he had heard expressed within the Board. 

The advisory council had solved its problem by instituting a system of project site 

visits to key areas in the development of a particular type of activity, upon which 

ieports were prepared. The procedure was that of studying the budget through projects 

rather than vice versa, -

He believed that there were a number of ideas which the Board could adopt for 

meeting in a relatively, simple manner the need for a study of methods of planning 

and execution of projects. For instance. individual members of the Board could 
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report to the Board on projects in their own areas of the world. Professor Zdanov
1

 s 

remarks had been most interesting and indicative of the mind of an experimentalist• 

The Board indeed was faced with a series of hypotheses which had to be checked in 

their practical application. That constituted an extremely important function for 

the Board to perform. A better view of the activities of WHO by such a study of 

projects would further its efficiency and thus help the people dependent on the 

support of the Organization. WHO now had a number of years of experience behind it^ 

as well as a satisfactory regional organization, which provided the basis for 

grasping all opportunities to carry out its functions more effectively. Analysis 

of the past would be a good, method for deciding future action, which was limitless. 

Dr ANDRIAMASY observed that the problem was essentially how WHO could do more 

at less cost, taking into account that the Organization was, as explained in part П 

of the preliminary report, governed by certain factors determining methods of 

planning and execution. 

He wished to lay particular stress on the value of regional projects and 

associated himself with the view expressed by the Executive Board and referred to 

in paragraph 2Д of the repSrt to the effect that certain activities could best be 

carried out on the basis of inter-country co-operation» He requested further 

information on what inter-country and inter-regional projects were already in 

operation, since that trend should be developed to the greatest possible extent. 

He wondered whether it might not be possible to speed up to some extent the 

administrative procedures in the implementation of projects. In that connexion, 

he referred to the provision mentioned in Part II, paragraph 6
ñ
2, that all requests 
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addressed by governments to UNICEF for assistance to health projects should be 

referred by UNICEF to the WHO regional office concerned for technical appraisal and 

approval. The provision^ referred to in part 工工I, paragraph 6.6, requiring technical 

approval from the WHO regional director concerned in respect of any changes in V/HO/ 

UNICEF jointly-assisted projects might also explain certain delays• He wondered 

also whether it would not somehow be possible to shorten the time-lag between 

planning and implementat i on of projects as set out in Annex 3 to document EB^l/WP/1. 

With regard to the possible areas of study listed under part IV on pages 3〇 and 

31, he suggested that subject (iv) (The major causes of stagnation of some projects 

at the end of their international phase and possible additional measures in securing 

their continuation) should take into account difficulties arising in the implementat ion 

stage, lack of local staff， or overtaxing of the local budget• He voiced the need 

for caution with respect to subject (v) (The increasing role of WHO representatives 

in project planning and execution) and expressed the view that that role should 

be intensified only with the consent of governments, which should have the 

initiative in such matters. 

Dr VANNUGLI considered that it was important to go beyond general considerations 

in commenting on the Director-General
T

 s preliminary report and to make detailed 

reсommendat ions• 

It seemed to him that the procedure envisaged earlier in the session by 

Professor Aujaleu for a global review of activities relating to a single problem, 

such as tuberculosis or environmental health,would also be extremely useful in 

connexion with the organizational study on methods of planning and execution of 
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projects at present under discussion. He suggested that a comprehensive analysis 

of that type would highlight difficulties encountered in the implementation of 

projects. He favoured the proposal for an ad hoc committee but expressed the hope 

that the study with which it would be charged would relate to a specific field of 

activity-

Mr ROFFEY, speaking from the administrative viewpoint^ agreed with Dr Vannugli 

that it was essential to simplify if results were to be achieved, as otherwise it 

would be tantamount to laying the whole work of the Organization open to review. 

In making a choice of subjects for further study, he suggested that the Board 

should include the consideration of any particular problems which had arisen out 

of the discussion on the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1964» Such a 

procedure would, of course^ be limited by с ons ide rat ions of cost and of possible 

political implications. He had no objection in theory in setting up an ad hoc 

committee, but it was imperative that it should start its work with precise and 

limited goals* 

Dr KARUNARATNE said that he had listened with great interest to the views 

expressed by the previous speakers, some of whom had indicated the general need for 

further organizational studies whereas others had spoken on more practical points. 

He believed that there was universal recognition of the need, as the adoption 

of the relevant resolutions showed. The Board should first of all decide on 

whether it should establish an ad hoc committee. He was in favour of such a 

committee, which he proposed should consist of some six members of the Board• 

However, he shared the view expressed by Mr Roffey that it would be very delicate for 
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such a committee to attempt to carry out a study into projects on the spot. He 

personally felt that material for study should be gathered in the normal manner by 

WHO and placed before the ad hoc committee• All the possible areas of study referred 

to in part IV on pages J>Q and 31 were of considerable importance. He would also 

welcome the inclusion of subjects on the influence of WHO projects on national 

health planning and on the causes of failure of some projects. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL was grateful for the remarks made in the course of 

discussion, some of which concurred with his own feeling of concern in the matter. 

He was not entirely clear as to the extent of the studies proposed by Professor 

Zdanov. For any ad hoc committee to go beyond recommendations and have a more 

executive character would, in fact, encroach on the authority of the Director-

General, whose duty it was to determine how best the work of WHO would be carried 

on, and would lead to oomplications. 

He sounded a note of caution with regard to the idea of an ad hoc committee 

travelling to various countries in order to study specific projects. From his 

own experience in past years in the Region of the Americas, he recalled that a 

committee on economies and decentralization which had been set up had studied the 

problem from the Regional Office itself. Quite apart from all considerations of 

cost, he agreed with Mr Roffey and Dr Karunaratne that it would be an extremely 

delicate matter for such a committee to attempt to assess projects which were^ after 

all,'government projects receiving WHO
1

s assistance, and the government might well 

have some restrictions regarding a possible assessment of that typé. It should be 

borne in mind that WHO carried on a constant evaluation as part of its normal routine 

and that was accepted by the governments concerned as a matter of course. He pointed 

to those considerations simply in order to stimulate the discussion and did not wish 

thereby to be construed as favouring one solution or another* 
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With regard to the particular problems suggested as possible areas of study, it 

would be noted that many aspects of those problems had been studied in the past in 

one form or another. Referring to Mr Roffey
r

 s suggestion regarding points arising 

out of the consideration of the budget, he said that such studies could be carried 

out on request by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance of the Executive 

Board at headquarters; that had been done in the past when requested. The point at 

issue was whether an ad hoc committee could achieve better results than the Board 

itself had hitherto in its previous organizational studies, in the interests of a 

more economic and effective working of the Organization. 

Professor ZDANOV said he would like to make certain that his previous remarks 

were fully understood. He had mentioned some problems on which surveys might be 

made， but he had not intended to suggest that there should be a general survey of the 

activities of the Organization nor to imply any criticism of the. Secretariat. Never-

theless, work, however good, could always be improved and he had indicated a few lines 

of approach. 

In the second place, he had opposed the idea of visiting various parts of the 

world in order to review methods of work. That would constitute unwelcome 

interference in the affairs of Member governments and would show a lack of confidence 

in the regional organizations. 

He considered that the surveys might cover a limited number of projects typical 

of the various kinds of activities of the Organization - an operational programme^ an 

emergency programme, and so on - which could be considered from all angles, including 

methodology of planning, finance, recruitment, and relationship of staff at head-

quarters and in the regions, etc. There was no need to revise all the methods of 

work of the Organization, but by selecting such a limited number of projects an 

analysis of procedures would be possible. 
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After the present discussion was concluded the Director-General might be asked 

to present a fuller report to the Health Assembly, taking into account the views 

expressed. A committee of six members might also be set up and the Board could 

perhaps decide whether it should be done forthwith or left to the Health Assembly. 

If it could be done at once it might assist the Director-General in preparing such 

a report. If set up by the Health Assembly it could, taking into account the 

discussion in that body and the recommendations made, function from May 1963 until 

January 1964, A committee of six members would presumably allow each region to be 

represented and there would thus be no need for investigations on the spot. 

Mr SAITO, alternate to Dr Omura, said that Dr Omura considered that it should 

not be a function of an ad hoc committee to supervise budgets. That must continue, 

as the Director-General had said, to be a function of the Director-General* The 

proposed committee
r

s task could more properly be to look into the future and recommend 

reasonable and acceptable policies on which the discussion of concrete proposals for 

improving the budgeting of future projects could be based. 

Dr OLGUIN said that the problem under discussion was an extremely important and 

complex one. It was obvious that there was general agreement on the desirability 

of improving the effectiveness of the various activities performed by the Organization, 

with the maximum possible saving'. It could be assumed that WHO and the governmental 

bodies with which it was in relation fulfilled their duties on the basis of the 

procedures set out in Basic Documents. He could therefore see no reason why a 

special body to evaluate or criticize the functioning of the Organization should be 

set up. 
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Evaluation of country programmes was difficult since it was the policy of the 

Organization that programmes- must be started by governments themselves• That 

principle was a very important one, applying not only to national but to regional 

and inter-regional programmes. The present system of periodic reporting jn projects 

cculd supply a wealth of inf ；rmation and give a clear picture of the development of 

programmes and of the functioning of the Organization. The creation of a new body-

would only complicate the matter. 

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN^ Dr OLGÜÍN confirmed that he was against 

the creation of the proposed ad hoc committee• 

Dr WATT said that the terms of reference of such a committee should be confined 

within the responsibilities of the Board. There had been no intention of encroaching 

on that portion of the basic constitutional provisions which referred to the 

Secretariat, Article 28(g) of the Constitution stated that one of the functions 

of the Board should be "to submit to the Health Assembly for consideration and 

approval a general programme of work covering a specific period". That was being 

done regularly and the purpose of "the proposed committee would be "bo improve "the 

B o a r d s ability to carry out its functions under that provision. The general terms 

of reference would be within that concept and the specific ideas of how it should be 

carried out would be a matter for the Committee itself. 

Dr LAYTON recalled that Mr Siegel, in introducing document EB)l/WP/l， had pointed 

out that it was a preliminary report by the Director-General. The inference had 

been that further information would be provided^ and he presumed that it would be on 
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the basis of the discussion that had taken place in the Board. After listening to 

members' comments, it appeared to him that it would be premature to set up a body to 

take positive steps. A great deal of exploratory work remained to be done. 

In resolution EB^0.R19 members of tho Executive Board had been invited to make 

comments and suggestions for inclusion in tho Director-General's report at 1 November 

I962. At the time the document had been prepared no comments had been received, and 

only one member had commented subsequently. It v/as probable that members had 

needed some guidance, and he hoped that in the near future they would think over 

some of the aspects dealt with in document EB3l/wp/l and mentioned during the 

discussion. He would join Dr Olguin, not in outright opposition to the proposal 

for the ad hoc committee, but in expressing apprehension that the measures suggested 

were premature. He suggested that the Director-General be invited to continue the 

study along the lines suggested on pages 3〇 and of the document^ in the light of 

some of the proposals made by Dr Karunaratne and Mr Roffey, and that a further 

report be presented to the next session of the Board, when it should be in a better 

position to evaluate the subject in a practical manner• 

Dr Watt had mentioned that the proposed commit.tee could assist the Board, but 

he hoped that there would be no suggestion of its supplanting the Board.‘s 

responsibilities. 

iVIr ROFFEY said that the practical field of action for such' a committee might be 

to hold an inquest on controversial points that had remained unresolved in turn in 

the Committee on Administration and Finance, the Executive Board and the Health 

Assembly. 
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Dr Yong Seung LEE said that he would not be in favour of sending a member of the 

proposed ad hoc committee to any country to make investigations on the spot, since such 

work could be performed by the staff of regional offices• 

Professor AUJALEU said that, firstly, he was still not clear what the duties 

of the proposed committee were intended to be. Secondly, he would continue to 

adhere to the principle of separation of powers. Thirdly, he considered it 

inadvisable for the Board to delegate part of its powers to a few of its members. 

Some years ago he had opposed the creation of a Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance, considering that the Executive Board as a whole should deal with 

budgetary questions, and his attitude was now the same regarding any proposed 

committee which would take over part of the Board
1

s functions, 

Dr ANDRIAMASY said that in his previous intervention he had made no reference 

to the proposed committee because he thought that the discussion was concerned only 

with points in document EB^l/WP/l. After listening to other speakers, he wished to 

state that he would support the views expressed by Dr Layton and was also in sympathy 

with those of Professor Aujaleu. 

V 

The CHAIRMAN said that Professor Zdanov would be submitting a draft resolution 

and that if it were not acceptable an alternative proposal would be put forward 

incorporating the views of Dr Layton and Dr Olguín. He asked whether those members 

could outline a proposed draft resolution. 

Dr LAYTON said that he would be pleased to produce a draft resolution but 

before doing so he would like to be given some idea of the terms of the one to be 

V 
submitted by Professor Zdanov• 
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The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Board had before it a formal proposal by 

Dr Karunaratne for the establishment of the proposed committee and for its terms of 

reference. 

Dr OLGUIN said he wished tc repeat that in principle he was not in favour of 

setting up such a committee. He would, however, like to see the formal proposal 

by Professor Zdanov before taking his final decision, 

Dr LAYTON said that if, as he understood the position， one of the features of 

the draft resolution to be submitted by Professor Zdanov would, be the establishment 

of such a committee, he would at the same time submit a counter-proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the matter would be reverted to when the draft 

resolutions were ready for circulation. Meanwhile the Board could proceed to 

consider item 6«9 of its agenda. 

(For resumption of discussion see Section 3 below.) 

2. STAFF ASSESSMENT: Item 6-9 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 115； 

Document EB)l/l8) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant D ire сt or-General^ said the Board would recall that, at 

its twenty-ninth session, when it had dealt with the subject of salaries and 

allowances of internationally recruited staff, the Director-General had referred to 

the proposal for the introduction of a system of gross salaries and staff assessment. 

It had been proposed that the Board introduce that system as soon as practicable 

and that the Director-General should make a study of the administrative implications 

and report further to the Board• 
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In paragraph 2 of resolution EB29.R12, the Beard concurred in principle with 

the Director-General’s proposal and the Director-General was now submitting in 

document EBJ>l/l8^~ the results of the additional study on the subject with a view to 

implementing the system from 1 January 1964 (paragraph J). 

Paragraph 4 of document EBJl/lS referred to the fact that WHO would try to keep 

the arrangements as simple as possible to avoid the necessity of adding to the 

administrative staff. Personnel and pay-roll records of all staff members would 

have to be changed to reflect the gross and net salaries, beginning on 1 January 196斗, 

and the preparatory steps for putting the system into effect would be taken during 

I963• After 1 January 196斗 all offers of employment and all payments would 

indicate both the gross and net salary. 

In the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1965 and future years, the 

detailed cost estimates would continue to be shown on the basis of net salaries. 

The difference between net and gross salarios would be added to the estimates in the 

appropriate summary tables, thus reflecting th。 gross salary costs. The difference 

would be deducted from each appropriation section in the summary of budget estimates. 

In paragraph 5 reference was made to the fact that the appropriate change s in 

the Staff Rules would be presented to the Board in due course for confirmation. 

In reply to a question from the Chairman, he said that "in due course" was not 

intended to mean during the Board
f

 s present session. 

Professor AUJALEU asked whether it was an absolute necessity for the difference 

between the gross and net salaries to be included in the appropriate summary sections 

of the budget estimates. 

1

 Reproduced as Annex 19 to Off> Rec> Wld Hlth Org, 12斗 
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Mr SIEGEL said that it was not indispensable; its omission would be simpler 

from many points of view. The reason for its introduction was to enable the annual 

budget estimates to show in summary form only the gross salaries and staff assess-

ment. Should the Board prefer not to introduce.that additional complication, the 

present method could be maintained. 

Dr WATT asked for confirmation that there would be no additional cost to the 

Organization involved in the new system• 

Mr SIEGEb said that, while the procedure did not in itself increase the budget, 

there might be some additional administrative complications that could result in 

some relatively small additional cost. 

Dr LISICYN, alternate to Professor Zdanov, asked for further explanation of the 

matter, since he did not fully understand the document. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the matter had a rather long history which had been referred 

to at the Board's twenty-ninth session. The recommendation had been made that all 

the specialized agencies that had not yet introduced the system of a gross salary 

scale and an international tax arrangement, known as staff assessment^ should do 

so when the time was opportune. The system had been introduced in the United 

Nations some years ago, and all the specialized agencies were now taking steps to 

introduce it. The introduction of the arrangement was intended to make more uniform 

the comparability of the systems of all agencies subscribing to the common system 

of salaries and allowances. The method of applying it in WHO, as described in 

document ЕБ51/18, was somewhat limited and represented a compromise with the manner 
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in which it was being dealt with in the United Nations. The system was being 

applied on the basis of individual staff members, but as far as the programme and 

budget estimates were concerned it was proposed to show the amounts of the gross 

salaries only in the summary tables. 

Dr FARAH, Rapporteur, read out the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on staff assessment, 

NOTES that the Director-General will introduce gross salaries and staff 

assessment from 1 January 1964. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB31-K42) 

ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METOODS OF PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: 
Item 2.8.2 of the Agenda (resumed from section 1 above) 

The CHAIRMAN put to the Board the following draft resolution proposed by 

Professor Zdanov: 

The Executive Board， 

Recalling resolutions WHA15*59 and EB30^R19 on the organizational study on 

methods of planning and execution of projects and also the discussions on this 

question at the present session of the Executive Board, 

1. REQUESTS the Director-General to report on the subject to the Sixteenth 

World Health Assembly; 

2. БЕСОММЕШЭ to the Sixteenth World Health Assembly that an ad hoc committee 

(group) of six members should be set up, whose terms ot reference shall be 

determined after that Assembly by the Executive Board itself in consultation 

with the Director-General. 
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Dr OLGUIN recalled that resolution EB31.R19, referred to in Professor Zdanov's 

draft resolution, recommended that the Executive Board in the course of its present 

session should consider the advisability of 

considering the draft resolution^ the Board 

not it wished to set up such a committee. 

setting up an ad hoc committee. Before 

should therefore determine whether or 

Professor AUJALEU said that the text as drafted was open to certain objections. 

If, for example, the Health Assembly were to select members from outside the 

Executive Board and the terms of reference were to be determined by the Executive 

Board, procedural difficulties would arise. 

Mr ROFFEY said that he could not understand how the Committee could be set up 

without knowing what the terms of reference were to be. It was necessary to know 

what had to be done before it was decided whc was tc do it. 

Dr KARUNARATNE said that he would be willing to accept the draft resolution 

provided certain minor amendments were made. He would suggest that the word 

"Recalling" in the preamble be amended to read "Considering" and that the end of 

the paragraph, after the words "execution of projects" be deleted. He would further 

suggest an addition of second and third preambular paragraphs to read: 

Commending the report of the Director-General submitted to the Board; 

Recalling the discussions at the thirty-first session of the 

Executive Board; 

For operative paragraph 2 he would suggest the following wording: 

RECOMMENDS to the Sixteenth World Health Assembly that an ad hoc 

committee of the Executive Board be sot up whose terms of reference shall 

be determined after that Assembly by the Executive Board. 
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Professor ZDANOV agreed to those amendments• 

Dr VANNUGLI said that he did not entirely share the doubts expressed concerning 

the creation of the proposed committee
д
 but the procedure proposed for inviting the 

Health Assembly to set up such a committee of members of the Executive Board without 

knowing what its terms of reference would be raised a number of complications. He 

thought that the appropriate forum in which the matter should be studied was the 

Executive Board itself and he wondered whether a report could not be submitted to 

its next session by the Director-General, taking account of the points of view 

expressed during the present session. 

Dr LAYTON said that the terms of the draft resolution proposed by Professor 

Zdanov did not accord with his own views and he had asked the Secretariat to prepare 

a proposal embodying his ideas. His draft resolution would be circulated for the 

Boardt s consideration• 

Professor ZDANOV asked Dr Layton whether he could agree to the draft resolution 

he had submitted, provided it was amended in the light of Dr Vannugli
r

 s remarks. 

Dr LAYTON said that he would first like to have consideration given tc his 

own draft resolution» 

The CHAIRMAN said that while the draft resolution presented by Dr Layton was 

being circulated, the Board could proceed to discussion of item 7-1 of the agenda• 

(For resumption of discussion, see section 5 below,) 
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4. DECISIONS OP THE UNITED NATIONS, SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND IAEA AFFECTING W H O
f

s 

ACTIVITIES: I t ， 7.1 of the Agenda; (Documents EBJl/^S
1

 and Add.l;
1

 EB)l/45
2 

and Add.l and 2
2

) 

Mr SIEGEL said that the administrative, budgetary and financial portions of the 

item were contained in documents and A d d . w h i c h consisted of the report of 

the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

applying in general to all organizations and including specific comments relating 

to WHO, and of the report of the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly thereon. 

Paragraph 2 of the report of the Advisory Committee pointed out that 

arrangements for accomplishing the purposes of the United Nations and of the 

organizations associated with it were now of such complexity., and new developments 

of interest to the General Assembly so numerous, that the Advisory Committee had 

found it desirable to ro-organize the form of its annual report. 

The report went on to call the attention of the General Assembly (paragraph 5(a)) 

to the steps being taken by the executive heads of the organizations to bring about 

a broadening of the terms of reference of the International Civil Service Advisory 

Board, as described in paragraph 9* 工t could be seen from paragraph 5(b) that it 

was the intention of the Advisory Committee to respond to the request of the Economic 

and Social Council for assistance in its study of technical assistance structural 

arrangements and of overhead costs, to which specific reference was made in 

paragraphs 20 and 25-;52 • 

The Board might find it useful to refer particularly to part 工工（Administrative 

Cc-ordination), which dealt with the proposed broadening of the terms of reference 

of the International Civil Service Advisory Board and of its authority to deal with 

the subject of salaries and allowances in general. At the end of paragraph 9 it was 

1

 Reproduced in Annex 20 to Off, Rec. V/ld Hlth Org, 124 

2

 Reproduced in Annex 21 to Off, Hoc, Wld Hlth Org. 124 
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stated that the objective was to reconstitute•工CSAB as a body having independence 

and weight of authority over the entire range of salary and allowance matters, and it 

was pointed out that the Admini strative Committee on Co-ordination would consult 

ICSAB on such a proposed revision of its functions and submit specific proposals 

to the United Nations General Assembly at its eighteenth session. 

Paragraph 11 dealt with the subject of travel accommodation standards and the 

Advisory Committee made specific reference to the initiative taken by WHO for changing 

travel arrangements. 

Reference was made in paragraphs 14 and 15 to the establishment of general 

service salary scales and to the problem that had been dealt with by the Board at 

its last session. 

With reference to the technical assistance programmes, paragraph 20 referred 

particularly to the recent action of the Economic and Social Council to review and 

extend the mandate of its previous ad hoc Committee of Eight, the membership of which 

had been increased to ten, and drew attention to Economic and Social Council 

resolution 9〇0A(XXXIV). The subject formed a separate item of the Board's agenda, 

and the Board might like to bear in mind the comments of the United Nations Advisory 

Committee when that item was reached. He drew attention to the problems in the 

matter of financial procedures outlined in paragraph 22， which arose from the 

existence of multiple sources of funds for technical assistance or from new kinds of 

.aid to development projects at the country and regional' level. 

Paragraph 23 referred to the need for standardization between programmes in the 

use and definition of basic financial terms; and paragraph 24 to the terms used by the 

different agencies in connexion with their regular budgets, suggesting that it might 

be useful to revive inter-organization interest in a common pattern for financial 

regulations and rules with particular attenti'on to operational activities. 
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Paragraphs 25—32 referred to the financing of overhead costs, particularly with 

regard to extra-budgetary costs such as those of the United Nations Special Fund and 

the Expanded‘Programme of Technical Assistance. - Paragraph 28 suggested that precise 

cost accounting of all identifiable overhead costs associated with technical assistance 

operations according to each separate source of project funds would call for additional 

procedures and expense, both at headquarters and at field offices, without necessarily 

yielding commensurable'results， and it was therefore-most likely that any future 

arrangements for subventions to the regular budgets from voluntary budgets would 

continue to be of a lump-sum character based on more or less arbitrary criteria. 

' Paragraph 3〇 mentioned the willingness of WHO to consider any proposal for a 

transfer of the burden of additional overhead costs to the regular budget provided 

two years* notice' in advance of the desired effective date for such transfer was 

given. 

It was stated in paragraph 31 that from the beginning of the Expanded Programme 

of Technical Assistance WHO had integrated administrative provision for activities 

financed from' EPTA funds with its other activities. Paragraph J2 referred to some
 v 

arrangements made between the Technical Assistance Board and the Managing Director 

of the Special Fund with regard to services carried out by the resident technical 

assistance representatives and services of the United Nations itself. 

Reference was made in part III to the administrative budgets of specialized 

agencies, showing the levels of the regular budgets, and a number of tables were 

annexed showing the amounts of the budgets -of the various organizations concerned. 

Paragraph 51 shewed the established posts for each of the organizations, paragraph 52 

special projects and activities, paragraph 53 the scales of assessment used by the 

different organizations, paragraph 5斗 the collection of contributions., and paragraph 55 

Working Capital Funds. 
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Section С dealt with the administrative and financial implications for agency 

budgets in assisting United Nations organs and pointed out the desirability that the 

United Nations General Assembly should make better provision in its rules of procedure 

for prior consultation in respect of proposals for new activities in fields of direct 

concern to the agencies. Annex B, relating specifically to WHO, would also be of 

interest to members of the Board. 

Document EB31/35 Add.l contained the report of the Fifth Committee of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations on administrative and budgetary co-ordination^ 

together with its proposed resolution which had been adopted by the General Assembly 

of the United Nations. The Board might wish to adopt a resolution on the subject 

taking account of the report of the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrât ive 

and Budgetary Questions• It might perhaps agree with the Director-General that there 

was every reason for confidence in the work of the International Civil Service 

A'lvisory Board and for supporting the extension of its terms of reference• 

In the absence of comment, Dr SYMAN, Rapporteur^ submitted the following draft 

resolution for the Board
!

s с ons iderat ion: 

The Executive Board， 

Having considered the report of the United Nations Advisory Committee 

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions on Administrative and Budgetary 

Co-ordination of the United Nations with the specialized agencies and with 

the International Atomic Energy Agency, 

1. NOTES the report; 

2. NOTES with approval the position taken by the Director-General when the 

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination considered the extension of central 

and independent facilities for dealing with salary and allowance questions; 
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3 . CONFIRMS its continuing confidence in the International Civil Service 

Advisory Board as a body of independent experts in public administration whose 

competence and objectivity has been amply demonstrated; and 

斗* EXPRESSES the hope that the Director-General will pursue this matter in 

the Administrât ive Committee on Co-ordination to an early and definitive 

conclusion. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see résolution • 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, introduced the Director-General
!

s report 

on programme questions^ under item 7*1 (document EB3l/^5)• The report was submitted 

for the Board
T

 s information and the belated date of issue was due to the fact that it 

covered decisions taken by the United Nations General Assembly at its recent session. 

He would draw attention in particular to paragraph 9, which related to the 

United Nations Water Resources Development Centre. The Board would be glad to note 

that WHO was now in a position to take a real part in the work of that Centre under 

the flexible arrangement s made through the Administrâtive Committee on Co-ordination. 

That was an interesting development both because of WHO
1

 s direct interest in the 

matter and from the standpoint of setting a precedent; there was a trend in the 

United Nations towards setting up specialized centres to deal with different areas 

of interest. 

Another matter of interest lay in General Assembly resolution 18)8 (XVII), the 

text of which was annexed to the report- It would be rioted that the Secretary-

General of the United Nations was asked to conduct an inquiry among the governments 

of Member States of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies concerning 

the particular problems confronting them as a result of the reciprocal action of 

economic development and population changes. It was also recommended that the 
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Economic and Social Council, in co-cperation with the specialized agencies, the 

regional economic commissions and the Population Commission, should intensify its 

studies and research on the interrelationship of population growth and economic and 

social development, with particular roference to the needs of the developing countries 

for investment in health and educational facilities within the framework of their 

general development programmes. The latter provision was of particular interest 

to WHO. 

Those were the main points of interest and with the object of saving time 

he would not go in detail into the action taken by other specialized a.gencies but 

would held himself at the Board'.s disposal to answer any questions that might arise. 

The Board was not called upon to do moro than note the report, in accordance 

with past practice. 

Professor ZDANOV said he had read tho report with groat interest and found it 

sufficiently comprehensive
3
 save in respect of one matter. He would ask the 

Director-General, in preparing the report on the matter for submission to the Health 

Assembly, to give adequate attention to the subject of the economic and social 

consequences of disarmament for W H O
1

s work, particularly in the newly independent 

countries, 

Dr DOROLLE assured Professor Zdanov that his request would be borne in mind. 

Dr VANNUGLI, referring to General Assembly resolution 1838 (XVII)， paragraph 

asked whether he was right in thinking that under that provision WHO would be 

called upon to study tho effect of population growth on the needs of the developing 

countries for investment in health and educational facilities. 
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Having considered the suggestions therein of aspects to be examined 

the Board, together with further suggestions arising during the course 

the discussion: 

Recalling its previous organizational studies, particularly those cn 

programme analysis and evaluation, programme planning and со-ordination with 

the United Nations and specialized agencies; and 

Believing that the study, tc be worth while, wil.1 require further 

detailed consideration extending over a period of time, 

Dr DOROLLE confirmed that the Secretariat interpreted the provision in that 

sense. 

In the absence of further comment, Гг FARAH^ Rapporteur, submitted the 

following dre.ft resolution for the Board's consideration: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the decisions 

of the United Nations, specialized agencies and the International Atomic 

Energy Agency affecting WHO'S activities, 

NOTES the report. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution E B ^ l . R ^ ) • 

(For further discussion of item 7,1， see section 7 below,) 

5. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OP PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: Item 2.8.2 

of the Agenda (resumed from section ) above) 

Dr LAYTON submitted the following draft resolution for the Board's consideration: 

The Executive Board, 

Having examined the preliminary report of the Director^General on 

methods of planning and execution of projects; 

by 
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REQUESTS the Director-General 

(1) to proceed with the preparation of the study along the lines 

set forth in his preliminary report， taking into account the views 

expressed by the Board at its thirty-first session; • 

(2) to present a further report to the Executive Board at its thirty-

second session; and 

(3) to report to
 ;
the Sixteenth World Health Assembly that the study 

is proceeding. 

Professor ZDANOV said that, since doubts had been expressed as to the logic 

of setting up a working group on the matter at the moment, he would withdraw his 

draft resolution in favour of that proposed by Dr Layton, provided that sub-paragraph 

(2) of the operative paragraph was amended by adding at the end the words: "for 

< •* 

further study". 

•r LAYTON accepted that amendment and Dr KARUNARATNE intimated that he had no 

objection to the withdrawal of Professor Zdanov s draft resolution. 

Decision; The draft resolution submitted by Dr Layton, as amended^ was 

adopted (see resolution Щ51.М5) 

DECISIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS夕 SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND IAEA AFFECTING WHO'S 
ACTIVITIES: Item 7*1 of the Agenda (Documents EB)l/45 and Add.l and 2) 
(resumed from section 4 above) 

Dr DOROLLE, Deptity Director-General, introducing the report on co-operation with 

the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning of the Economic and Social Council 

(EB)l/45 Add.l) remarked that again the report had been issued somewhat belatedly, 

for the reason he had already given. 
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The terms of reference of the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning, 

set up by the Economic and Social 'Council in July 1962, covered a subject in which 

the Organization was interested and in which its activity had been increasing over 

the past few years. It was therefore normal that there should be active interest 
- « 

in co-ordinating activities in the matter with the United Nations. 

Normally, consultation and co-ordination at secretariat level in the concerted 

action programmes on housing and urbanization was carried out through the relevant 

inter-agency working groups of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, which 

had existed before the setting up of the new Committee of the Economic and Social 

Council. There had been no opportunity as yet for that co-ordinating machinery 

to play its part in relation to the new Committee. 

Inter-agency consultations had taken place on difficulties found regarding the 

timing of meetings of ACC subordinate bodies. The growing number of new inter-
‘ • • » . ‘ • •• 

- . * • . . ‘ ‘ . г • ’ • • 

governmental bodies and the extension of their terms of reference created a problem 

for all the secretariat's: to be adequately represented at every meeting where 

matters of common interest would be discussed- As much as possible would certainly 

be done through inter-agency co-ordination, but nevertheless the Director-General
1

s 

position in the matter would be strengthened by the Board
?

 s reaffirming the hope that 

the governing bodies of WHO should be closely associated in the formulait ion of any 

important decision the new Commit.tee or the Economic and Social Council might take 

in regard to matters of common interest and responsibility• 

The Board might wish to include a clause to that effect in a resolution noting 

the creation of the new Committee• 
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Professor AUJALEU thought the Board might well consider a stronger representation 

by stating that it was of opinion that the governing organs of WHO should be associated 

with the formulation of major decisions of the kinde 

Dr KARUNARATNE asked whether the new Committee was planning, or was proposing 

to plan field projects; and if so, whether the Organization would take part in 

such projects from the health standpoint. 

Mr LUKER (United Nations) said that the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

was extremely sympathetic towards the idea that the governing bodies of WHO should be 

closely associated with the work of the new Committee. Housing was a subject on 

which co-ordination between the various agencies was extremely good. Representatives 

of WHO would be welcome at meetings both of the new Housing Committee and of the 

Social Commission to which it reported• Were direct representation not to prove 

possible on any particular occasion, an opportunity also existed for the submission 

of written communications• As the subject of housing was of interest to a number 

of agencies, he need not remind the Board of the difficulty of arranging a calendar 

of meetings to fit the wishes of everyone. 

He reiterated that the United Nations would do its utmost to make arrangements 

so as to protect the wishes expressed in the WHO report. 

Dr DOROLLE, answering Dr Karunaratne, explained that what was involved for WHO 

was the making of studies,, and co-ordination in planning, in accordance with the 

decisions of the Economic and Social Council. The appropriate machinery for such 

co-ordination of work existed in the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. There 

was no question of direct field activities in the matter of housing, but no doubt 

the conclusions reached by the various interested bodies would be reflected in the 

Organization
]

 s programme.. 
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In the absence of further comment, Dr SYMAN, Rapporteur, submitted the 

following draft resolution for the Board
T

 s с ons i de rat ion: 

The Executive Board， 

Considering resolutions WHA10.39, EB21.R15 and EB27-R22 concerning 

participation by WHO in broad programmes of the United Nations and specialized 

agencies in the social and economic fields; 

Having noted resolution 903C/XXXIV adopted by the Economic and Social 

Council in August 1 9 6 2； 

Having considered a report of the Director-General on the creation of 

the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning of the Economic and Social 

Council, 

1. WELCOMES the steps taken by the Economic and Social Council to further 

the improvement of housing conditions in the world; 

2. NOTES the terms of reference assigned to the newly-created United 

Nations Committee on Housing, Building and Planning; 

REQUESTS the Director-General to co-operate fully with this committee; 

4. AFFIRMS its opinion that the governing organs of WHO should be associated 

with the formulation of major decisions by the Economic and Social Council 

upon the recommendations of the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning 

involving activities within the competence of the World Health Organization; and 

5 . REQUESTS the Director-General to pursue his efforts in order to ensure 

that the machinery and timing of procedures for inter-agency consultation 

and programme со-ordination in these fields are fully effective. 

Decision? The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB31.R46). 

The meeting rose at 12,50 
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Dr OBGUIN said that the problem under discussion was an extremely important 

and complex one. It was obviously the Board
f

 s responsibility to endeavour through 

its decisions to improve the effectiveness ^f the various activities performed by 

the ©rganization^ and it could be assumed that WHO and its governing bodies ful-

filled their duties in accordance with the provisions set out in Basic Documents, 

He therefore saw no reason for setting up a special body to evaluate or criticize 

the functioning of the Organization. 

Delete the first paragraph aud replace by the following text; 

It was difficult to see how the machinery proposed could be applied to the 

evaluation of country programme s particularly if one bore in mind that it was 

governments themselves which were responsible for undertaking programmes and which, 

therefore, were naturally most directly concerned in their sound and effective 

implementation. That was a general principle applying not only to national but 

also to regional and inter-regional programmes. The present system of periodic 

reporting on programmes by those responsible for their execution ensured regular 

information and gave a clear picture of their development and thus of the 

functioning of the Organization, He therefore considered that the creation of a 

new body was not only unnecessary but would complicate present procedures. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OP PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: 

Item 2.8.2 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA15-59 and EB30.R19; Documents 

EB)l/VP/l and Add.l) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introducing the item, stated that 

document EB3l/WP/l contained the preliminary report which the Executive Board had, 

in its resolution EB)O.R19, requested the Director-General to submit following the 

decisions of the Fifteenth World Health Assembly regarding the organizational study 

on methods of planning and execution of projects• He emphasized that the document 

did not contain the organizational study but was purely in the nature of a 

preliminary report intended to assist the Board in determining the way in which it 

wished to proceed with the organizational study itself. 

The Director-General had attempted, in that report, to outline the basic 

requirements and the main problems of the situation» He had summarized the 

existing rules and procedures and had included explanatory details regarding the 

present arrangements within the Organization. 

He referred to the five main headings under which the report was presented, and 

also invited the Board
1

 s attention to the annexes, in particular Annex 1, which 

listed the organizational studies already undertaken by the Executive Board. Among 

them the Board would no doubt wish to take particular account of the seventh 

(Programme Analysis and Evaluation)， the eighth (Programme Planning) and the 

ninth (Co-ordination with the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies). 

Commenting on the possible areas of study outlined in Part IV, on pages 30 and 

he stressed the consideration that those possible areas had been indicated with the 

sole object of facilitating the Board
T

 s task and without in any way intending to 
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prejudge its decision; other areas of study might well emerge as a result of the 

discussion which the Board would have. Part V related to the question of the 

desirability of establishing an ad hoc committee on methods of planning and execution 

of projects. Paragraph 2 ôf part V related to the invitation extended to members 

of the Board to make comments for inclusion in the report; the one communication 

received on the subject was contained in document EB)l/WP/l Add»1 

Professor ZDANOV recalled that he had demonstrated at the Fifteenth World 

Health Assembly his interest in the problem under consideration. He had therefore 

studied the Director-General
r

 s report with the greatest attention. He commended 

the choice of the six subjects for possible areas of study, contained in part IV of 

the report， and considered that they were all worthy of further consideration. 

Nevertheless, he believed that it would also be useful to raise certain general 

с ons iderat ions
}
 which were intended not as criticisms but as constructive suggestions 

It seemed to him that while the report laid adequate emphasis on methodology^ 

the problem of how to use the funds allocated to optimum effect with the greatest 

economy had not been sufficiently stressed, and that accordingly investigations into 

that aspect could be extended further. He referred specifically to the three points 

listed in his communication (document EB3l/WP/l Add.l) on which he considered that an 

！ • 

ad hoc committee should concentrate its attention in particular. However, it would 

also be desirable for further consideration to be given, at some future time, to 

certain broader questions: for instance, the scope of activity of the Board; 

greater decentralization of activity with a view to strengthening the work of the 

regional offices; management of funds allocated with a view to achieving maximum 
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economy; the relationship between staff at headquarters and in the regions; ways 

and means of increasing the efficiency of the staff and, where possible, of reducing 

the number of posts; the possible contribution of highly developed countries in 

respect of contractual technical services, and the relationship between activities 

carried out in the regions and those carried out from headquarters. 

There were a number of points arising out of the proposed programme and budget 

estimates for I96斗，contained in Official Records No. 121^ which afforded material 

for further study along the lines he had suggested. He in no xvay wished to revert 

to an item on which the Board had already taken its decision but was merely referring 

to that document as a source of examples. Thus it would be interesting to know what 

proportion of the over-all increase referred to on page XVTII would be used directly 

for raising the level of activity> and whether a larger part could not be devoted to 

work at the country level. An interesting example of what could be done would be 

found in document EB)l/〜 which showed that the staff provided for at the South-

East Asia Regional Office remained the same in 1962， 1963 and 1964 despite the 

increase in activity• He recalled that Dr Watt had suggested a reduction in the 

funds allocated for Appropriation Section with а с о rre s pond ing increase in the 

funds under Appropriation Section 4;. the reply given by the Assistant Director-

General to that suggestion had shown that the problem was one of great importance. 

It might be sound to consider,, moreover, whether the funds allocated for Africa were 

in the correct proportion compared with funds allocated to other regions» Material 

in other documents also provided examples of areas which called for thorough and 

careful studies, such as the reasons.for the general rise in expenditure for each 

project* Other more general questions should also be considered: for example, it 

would be useful to study how information with regard to scientific discoveries could 

be more rapidly disseminated to all countries. 
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Any ad hoc committee should be limited in numbers and should begin its studies 

at the centre. For the ad hoc committee to be too large and to visit different 

countries would not result in rationalizing the Organization
!

s activities, but only 

in an increase in expenditure
 e
 He would, comment more fully on the composition of 

the ad hoc committee when it .came to be considered» 

All the problems referred to were of extreme importance and the Executive Board 

would have to decide which deserved priority.consideration. The main purpose was 

to achieve maximum efficiency of projects and thus to have better results for less 

expenditure. The problems were of sufficient gravity to warrant lengthy study and 

the Board's discussion could make a substantial contribution towards helping to find 

the ways and means to attain the aim of the Organization to further health 

throughout the world. 

Dr WATT believed that his own experience with regard to the National Heart 

Institute in the United States of America was relevant to the problem under 

discussion» That body had since 19^8 set up an advisory council with responsibility 

for approving projects in many parts of the world and many of the considerations 

to be taken into account were similar to those he had heard expressed within the Board. 

The advisory council had solved its problem by instituting a system of project site 

visits to key areas in the development. of a particular type of activity., upon which 

reports were prepared. The procedure was that of studying the budget through projects 

rather than vice versa• 

He believed that there were a number of ideas which the Board could adopt for 

meeting in a relatively simple manner the need for a study of methods of planning 

and execution of projects. For instance^ individual members of the Board could 
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report to the Board on projects in their own areas of the world. Professor Zdanov 

remarks had been most interesting and indicative of the mind of an experimentalist. 

The Board indeed was faced with a series of hypotheses which had to be checked in 

their practical application. That constituted an extremely important function for 

the Board to perform. A better view of the activities of WHO by such a study of 

projects would further its efficiency and thus help the people dependent on the 

support of the Organization- WHO now had a number of years of experience behind it 

as w e l l as a satisfactory regional organization, which provided the basis for 

grasping all opportunities to carry out its functions more effectively. Analysis 

of the past would be a good method for deciding future action, which was limitless. 

D r ANDRIAMASY observed that the problem was essentially how WHO could do more 

at less cost, taking into account that the Organization was, as explained in part U 

of the preliminary report, governed by certain factors determining methods of 

planning and execution. 

He wished to lay particular stress on the value of regional projects and 

associated himself with the view expressed by the Executive Board and referred to 

in paragraph 2*4 of the report to the effect that certain activities could best be 

carried out on the basis of inter-country co-operation* He requested further 

information on what inter-country and inter-regional projects were already in 

operation^ since that trend should be developed to the greatest possible extent. 

He wondered whether it might not be possible to speed up to some extent the 

administrative procedures in the implementation of projects. In that connexion, 

he referred to the provision mentioned in Part 工工，paragraph 6.2, that all requests 
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addressed by governments to UNICEF for assistance to health projects should be 

referred by UNICEF to the WHO regional office concerned for technical appraisal and 

approval. The provision, referred to in part 工工I， paragraph 6.6, requiring technical 

approval from the WHO regional director concerned in respect of any changes in WHO/ 

UNICEF jointly-assisted projects might also explain certain delays. He wondered 

also whether it would not somehow be possible to shorten the time-lag between 

planning and implementation -of projects as set out in Annex 3 to document EB)l/WP/l-

With regard to the possible areas of study listed under part IV on pages 30 and 

31, he-suggested that subject (iv) (The major causes of stagnation of some projects 

at the end of their international phase and possible additional measures in securing 

their continuation) should take into account difficulties arising in the implementation 

stage』lack of local staff, or overtaxing of the local budget• He voiced the need 

for caution with respect to subject (v) (The increasing role of WHO representatives 

in project planning and execution) and expressed the view that that role should 

be intensified only with the consent of governments, which should have the 

initiative in such matters. • 

Dr VANNUGLI considered that it was important to go beyond general considerations 

in commenting on the Director-General
1

 s preliminary, report and to make detailed 

reсommendations• 

It seemed to him that the procedure envisaged earlier in the session by 

Professor Aujaleu for a global review of activities, relating to a single problem^ 

such as tuberculosis or environmental health would also be extremely useful in 

connexion- with the organizational study on methods of planning and execution, of 
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projects at present under discussion. He suggested that a comprehensive analysis 

of that type would highlight difficulties encountered in the implementation of 

projects» He favoured the proposal for an ad hoc committee but expressed the hope 

that the study with which it would be charged would relate to a specific field of 

activity. 

Mr ROFFEY, speaking from the administrative viewpoint, agreed with Dr Vannugli 

that it was essential to simplify if results were to be achieved, as otherwise it 

would be tantamount to laying the whole work of 七he Organization open to review• 

In making a choice of subjects for further study, he suggested that the Board 

should include the с ons ide rat i on of any particular problems which had arisen out 

of the discussion on the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1964. Such a 

procedure would, of course, be limited by с ons ide rat i ons of cost and of possible 

political implications. He had no objection in theory in setting up an ad hoc 

committee, but it was imperative that it should start its work with precise and 

limited goals. 

Dr KARUNARATNE said that he had listened with great interest to the views 

expressed by the previous speakers, some of whom had indicated the general need for 

further organizational studies whereas others had spoken on more practical points. 

He believed that there was universal recognition of the need, as the adoption 

of the relevant resolutions showed. The Board should first of all decide on 

whether it should establish an ad hoc committee. He was in favour of such a 

committee, which he proposed should consist of some six members cf the Board-

However^ he shared the view expressed by Mr Roffey that it would be very delicate for 
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such á committee to attempt to carry out à study into projects on the spot* He 

personally felt that material for study should be gathered in the normal mariner by 

WHO and placed before the ad hoc committee. All the possible areas of study referred 

to in part IV on pages 3〇 and were of considerable importance. He would also 

welcomè the inclusion of subjects on the influence of WHO projects on national 

health planning and on the causes of failure of some projects. 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL was grateful for the remarks made in the course of 

discussion, some of which concurred with his own feeling of concern in the matter. 

He was not entirely clear as to the extent of the studies proposed by Professor 

V 

Zdanov. For any ad hoc committee to go beyond recommendations and have a more 

executive character would, in fact, encroach on the authority of. the Director-

General, whose duty it was to determine how best the work of WHO would be carried 

on, and would lead to complications. 

He sounded a note of caution with regard to the idea.of an ad hoc committee 

travelling to various countries in order to study specific projects. From his 

own experience in past years in the Region of the Americas^ he recalled that a 

committee on economies and decentralization which had been set up had studied the 

problem from the Regional Office itself. Quite apart from all considerations of 

cost, he agreed with Mr Roffey and Dr Karunaratne that it would be an extremely 

delicate matter for such a committee to attempt to assess projects which were, after 

all.，government projects receiving WHO
1

 s assistance, and the government might well 

have some 'restrictions regarding a possible assessment of that type* It should be 

borne in mind that WHO carried on a corrstant evaluation as. part of its normal routine 

and that was accepted by the governments concerned as a matter of course• He pointed 

to those considerations simply in order to stimulate the discussion and did not wish 

thereby to be construed as favouring one solution or another• 
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With regard to the particular problems suggested as possible areas of study, it 

would be noted that many aspects of those problems had been studied in the past in 

one form or another. Referring to Mr R o f f e y s u g g e s t i o n regarding points arising 

out of the consideration of the budget, he said that such studies could be carried 

out on request by the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance of the Executive 

Board at headquarters; that had been done in the past when requested. The point at 

issue was whether an ad hoc committee could achieve better results than the Board 

itself had hitherto in its previous organizational studies, in the interests of a 

more economic and effective working of the Organization. 

•WI» 

Professor ZDANOV said he would like to make certain that his previous remarks 

were fully understood. He had mentioned some problems on which surveys might be 

made, but he had not intended to suggest that there should be a general survey of the 

activities of the Organization nor to imply any criticism of the Secretariat* Never-

theless, work^ however good, could always be improved and he had indicated a few lines 

of approach. 

In the second place, he had opposed the idea of visiting various parts of the 

world in order to review methods of work. That would constitute unwelcome 

interference in the affairs of Member governments and would show a lack of confidence 

in the regional organizations. 

He considered that the surveys might cover a limited number of projects typical 

of the various kinds of activities of the Organization - an operational programme^.an 

emergency programme, and so on - which could be considered from all angles, including 

methodology of plannings finance, recruitment^ and relationship of staff at head-

quarters and in the regions, etc. There was no need to revise all the methods of 

work of the Organization^ but by selecting such a limited number of projects an 

analysis of procedures would be possible. 
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After the present discussion was concluded the Director-General might be asked 

to present a fuller report to the Health Assembly, taking into account the views 

expressed. A committee of six members might also be set up and the Board could 

perhaps decide whether it should be done forthwith or left to the Health Assembly• 

If it could be done at once it might assist the Director-General in preparing such 

a report. If set up by the Health Assembly it could, taking into account the 

discussion in that body and the recommendations made, function from May I96) until 

January 1964. A committee of six members would presumably allow each region to be 

represented and there would thus be no need for investigations on the spot. 

Mr SAITO^ alternate to Dr Omura， said that Dr Omura considered that it should 

not be a function of an ad hoc committee to supervise budgets. That must continue, 

as the Director-General had said, to be a function of the Director-General• The 

proposed committee
T

s task could more properly be to look into the future and recommend 

reasonable and acceptable policies on which the discussion of concrete proposals for 

improving the budgeting of future projects could be based. 

Dr OLGUIN said that the problem under discussion was an extremely important and 

complex one. It was obvious that there was general agreement on the desirability 

of improving the effectiveness of the various activities performed by the Organization 

with the maximum possible savings It could be assumed that WHO and the governmental 

bodies with which it was in relation fulfilled their duties on the basis of the 

procedures set out in Basic Documents. He could therefore see no reason why a 

special body to evaluate or criticize the functioning of the Organization should be 

set up. 
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Evaluation of country programmes was difficult since it was the policy of the 

Organization that programmes must be started by governments themselves. That 

principle was a very important one., applying not only to national but to regional 

and inter-regional programmes. The present system of periodic reporting on projects 

cculd supply a wealth of information and give a clear picture of the development of 

programmes and of the functioning of the Organization. The creation of a new body 

would only complicate the matter* 

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN^ Dr OLGufN confirmed that he was against 

the creation of the proposed ad hoc committee. 

Dr WATT said that the terms of reference of such a committee should be confined 

within the responsibilities of the Board. There had been no intention of encroaching 

on that portion of the basic constitutional provisions which referred to the 

Secretariat* Article 28(g) of the Constitution stated that one of the functions 

of the Board should be "to submit to the Health Assembly for consideration and 

approval a general programme of work covering a specific period". That was being 

done regularly and the purpose of the proposed committee would be to improve the 

Board^s ability to carry out its functions under that provision. The general terms 

of reference would be within that concept and the specific ideas of how it should be 

carried out would be a matter for the Committee itself, 

Dr LAYTON recalled that Mr Siegel, in introducing document EB31/WP/1, had pointed 

out that it was a preliminary report by the Director-General• The inference had 

been that further information would be provided, and he presumed that it would be on 
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the basis of the discussion that had taken place in the Board. After listening to 

members
]

 comments, it appeared to him that it would be premature to set up a body to 

take positive steps. A great deal of exploratory work remained to be done. 

In resolution EB30.R19 members of the Executive Board had been invited to make 

comments and suggestions for inclusion in the Director-General
]

s report at 1 November 

I 9 6 2 • At the time the document had been prepared no comments had been received， and 

only one member had commented subsequently. It was probable that members had 

needed some guidance, and he hoped that in the near future they would think over 

some of the aspects dealt with in document EB)l/WP/l and mentioned during the 

discussion• He would join Dr Olguîn, not in outright opposition to the proposal 

« . * ' • 

for the ad hoc committee^ but in expressing apprehension that the measures suggested 

were premature. He suggested that the Director-General be invited to continue the 

study along the lines suggested 、n pages 30 and of the document, in the light of 

some of the proposals made by Dr Karunaratne and Mr Roffey, and that a further 

report be presented to the next session of the Board, .when it should be in a better 

position to evaluate the subject in a practical manner• 

Dr Watt had mentioned that the proposed committee qould assist the Boards but 

he hoped that ther^ would be no suggestion of its supplanting the Board
r

 s responsibilities e 

Mr ROFFEY said that the practical field of action for such a committee might be 

to hold an inquest on controversial points that had remained unresolved in turn in 

the Committee of Administrât ion and Finance
д
 the Executive Board and the Health 

Assembly. 
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Dr Yong Seung LEE said that he would not be in favour of sending a member of the 

proposed ad hoc committee to any country to make investigations on the spot, since such 

work could be performed by the staff of regional offices• 

Professor AUJALEU said that, firstly, he was still not clear what the duties 

of the proposed committee were intended to be. Secondly, he would continue to 

adhere to the principle of separation of powers• Thirdly> he considered it 

inadvisable for the Board to delegate part of its powers to a few of its members. 

Some years ago he had opposed the creation of a Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finance, considering that the Executive Board as a whole should deal with 

bridgetary questions., and his attitude was now the same regarding any proposed 

committee which would take over part of the Board*s functions• 

Dr ANDRIAMASY said that in his previous intervention he had made no reference 

to the proposed committee because he thought that the discussion was concerned only 

with points in document EB^l/WP/l. After listening to other speakers, he wished to 

state that he would support the views expressed by Dr Layton and was also in sympathy 

with those of Professor Aujaleu. 

v 

The CHAIRMAN said that Professor Zdanov would be submitting a draft resolution 

and that if it were not acceptable an alternative proposal would be put forward 

incorporating the views of Dr Layton and Dr Olguín. He asked whether those members 

could outline a proposed draft resolution. 

Dr LAYTON said that he would be pleased to produce a draft resolution but 

before doing so he would like to be given some idea of the terms of the one to be 

V 
submitted by Professor Zdanov. 
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The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Board had before it a formal proposal by 

Dr Karunaratne for the establishment of the proposed committee and for its terms of 

reference. 

Dr OLGUIN said he wished to repeat that in principle he was not in favour of 

setting up such a committee. He would, however, like to see the formal proposal 

by Professor Zdanov before taking his final decision. 

Dr LAYTON said that if, as he understood the position, one of the features of 

the draft resolution to be submitted by Professor Zdanov would be the establishment 

of such a committee, he would at the same time submit a counter-proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the matter would be reverted to when the draft 

resolutions were ready for circulation. Meanwhile the Board could proceed to 

consider item 6.9 of its agenda. 

(For resumption of discussion see Section 3 below.)
 1 

2. STAFF ASSESSMENT: Item 6.9 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 115； 

Document EB)l/l8) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General^ said the Board would recall that, at 

its twenty-ninth session, when it had dealt with the subject of salaries and 

allowances of internationally recruited staff, the Director-General had referred to 

the proposal for the introduction of a system of gross salaries and staff assessment. 

It had been proposed that the Board introduce that system as soon as practicable 

and that the Director-General should make a study of the administrative implications 

and report further to the Board. 
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In paragraph 2 of resolution EB29-R12, the Board concurred in principle with 

the Director-General
1

 s proposal and the Director-General was now submitting in 

document EB)l/l8 the results of the additional study on the subject with a view to 

implementing the system from 1 January 19^4 (paragraph 3)• 

Paragraph 斗 of document EB31/18 referred to the fact that WHO would try to 

keep the arrangements as simple as possible to avoid the necessity of adding to the 

administrative staff. Personnei and pay-roll records of all staff members would 

have to be changed to reflect the gross and net salaries, beginning on 1 January 196斗 

and the preparatory steps for putting the system into effect would be taken during 

196). After 1 January 1964 all offers of employment and all payments would indicate 

both the gross and net salary. 

In the proposed programme and budget estimates for I965 and future years, the 

detailed cost estimates would continue to be shown on the basis of net salaries. 

The difference between net and gross salaries would be added to the estimates in the 

appropriate summary ta、les, thus reflecting the gross salary costs• The difference 

would be deducted from each appropriation section in the summary of budget estimates. 

In paragraph 5 reference v/as made to the fact that the appropriate changes in 

the Staff Rules would Ъе presented to the Board in due course for confirmation. 

In reply to a question from the Chairman^ he said that
 Tt

in due course" was not 

intended to mean during the Board
!

s present session. 

Professor AUJALEU asked whether it was an absolute necessity for the difference 

between the gross and net salaries to be included in the appropriate summary sections 

of the budget estimates• 
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Mr SIEGEL said that it v/as not indispensable; its omission v/ould be simpler 

from many points of view. The reason for its introduction was to enable the annual 

budget estimates to show in summary form only the gross salaries and staff assess-

ment. Should the Board prefer not to introduce that additional complication, the 

present method oould be maintained. 

Dr WATT asked for confirmation that there would be no additional cost to the 

Organization involved in the new system, 

Mr SIEGEL said that， while the procedure did not in itself increase the budget, 

there might be some additional administrative complications that could result in 

some relatively small additional cost. 

Dr L I S I C Y N a l t e r n a t e to Professor Zdanov^ asked for further explanation of the 

matter, since he did not fully understand the document. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the matter had a rather long history which had been referred 

to at the Board
1

 s twenty-ninth session- The recommendation had been made that all 

the specialized agencies that had not yet introduced the system of a gross salary 

scale and an international tax arrangement, known as staff a s s e s s m e n t s h o u l d do 

so when the time was opportune• The system had been introduced in the United 

Nations some years ago, and all the specialized agencies were now taking steps to 

introduce it. The introduction of the arrangement was intended to make more uniform 

the comparability of the systems of all agencies subscribing to the common system 

of salaries and allowances. The method of applying it in WHO, as described in 

document EB)l/l8, was somewhat limited and represented a compromise with the manner 
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in which it was being dealt with in the United Nations. The system was being 

applied on the basis of individual staff members, but as far as the programme and 

budget estimates were concerned it was proposed to show the amounts of the gross 

salaries only in the summary tables. 

Dr FARAH, Rapporteur, read out the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board., 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on staff assessment, 

NOTES that the Director-General will introduce gross salaries and staff 

assessment from 1 January 1964. 

Decision; The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution EB)1.R斗2) 

工 ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OF PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: 
Item 2.8.2 of the Agenda (resumed from section 1 above) 

The CHAIRMAN put to the Board the following draft resolution proposed by 

Professor Zdanov: 

The Executive Board, 

Recalling resolutions WHA15•59 and EB30.R19 on the organizational study on 

methods of planning and execution of projects and also the discussions on this 

question at the present session of the Executive Board, 

1- REQUESTS the Director-General to report on the subject to the Sixteenth 

World Health Assembly; 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Sixteenth World Health Assembly that an ad hoc committee 

(group) of six members should be set up, whose terms of reference shall be 

determined after that Assembly by the Executive Board itself in consultation 

with the Director-General• 
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Dr OLGUÍÍí recalled that resolution EB51.RI9 referred to in Professor Zdanov
!

s 

draft resolution, recommended that the Executive Board, in the course of its present 

session should consider the advisability of setting up an ad hoc committee• Before 

considering the draft resolution, the Board should therefore determine whether or not 

it wished to set up such a committee. 

Professor AUJALEU said that the text as drafted was open to certain objections. 

If, for example， the Health Assembly were to select members from outside the Executive 

Board and the terms of reference were to be determined by the Executive Board, 

procedural difficulties would arise• 

Mr ROFFEY said that he could not understand how the Committee could be set up 

without knowing what the terms of reference were to be. It was necessary to know 

what had to be done before it was decided who was to do it. 

Dr KARUNARATNE said that he would be willing to accept the draft resolution 

provided certain minor amendments were made. He would suggest that the word 

"Recalling" in the preamble be amended to read "Considering" and that the end of the 

paragraph， after the words "execution of projects" be deleted. He would further 

suggest an addition of second and third preambular paragraphs to read: 

Commending the report of the Director-General submitted to the Board; 

Recalling the discussions at the thirty-first session of the 
Executive Board; 

For operative paragraph 2 he would suggest the following wording: 

RECOMMENDS to the Sixteenth World Health Assembly that an ad hoc 

committee of the Executive Board be set up whose terms of reference shall 

be determined after that Assembly by the Executive Board. 
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Professor ZDANOV agreed to those amendments. 

Dr VANNUGLI said that he did not entirely share the doubts expressed concerning 

the creation of the proposed committee, but the procedure proposed for inviting the 

Health Assembly to set up such a committee of members of the Executive Board without 

knowing what its terms of reference would be raised a number of complications• He 

thought that the appropriate forum in which the matter should be studied was the 

Executive Board itself and he wondered whether a report could not be submitted to 

its next session by the Director-General, taking account of the points of view 

expressed during the present session. 

Dr LAYTON said that the terms of the draft resolution proposed by Professor 

Zdanov did not accord with his own views and he had asked the Secretariat to prepare 

a proposal
1

 embodying his ideas. His draft resolution would be circulated for the 

Board
1

 s considération» 

Professor ZDANOV asked Dr Layton whether he could agree to the draft resolution 

he had submitted, provided it was amended in the light of Dr Vannugli
1

 s remarks；. 

Dr LAYTON said that he would first like to have consideration given to his 

own draft résolution• 

The CHAIRMAN said that while the draft resolution presented by Dr- Lay toa was 
• . ： • 

being circulated, the Board could proceed to discussion cf item 7*1 of the agenda. 

(For resumption of discussion, see section 5 below,) 
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斗� DECISIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS, SPECIALIZED AGENCIES АЖ) -IAEA AFFECTING WHO
1

 S 

A C T T V T T I E S :工 t e m 7.Í of the Agenda; (Documents EB31/35 and Add.l; ЕВ31Д5 

and Add.l and 2) 

Mr SIEGEL said that the administrative, budgetary and financial portions of the 

item were contained in documents EB31/35 and A d d . w h i c h consisted of the report o f 

the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 

applying in general to all organizations and including specific comments relating to 

WHO, and of the report of the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly thereon. 

Paragraph 2 of the report of the Advisory Committee pointed out that arrangements 

for accomplishing the purposes of the United Nations and of the organizations 

associated with it were now of such complexity, and new developments of interest 

to the General Assembly so numerous, that the Advisory Committee had found it 

desirable to re-organize the form of its annual report. 

The report went on to call the attention of the General Assembly (paragraph 3(a)) 

to the steps being taken Ъу the executive heads of the organizations to bring about a 

broadening of the terms of reference of the International Civil Service Advisory 

Boards as described in paragraph 9, It could be seen from paragraph 3(b) that it 

was the intention of the Advisory Committee to respond to the request of the Economic 

and Social Council for assistance in its study of technical assistance structural 

arrangements and of overhead costs, to which specific reference was made in 

paragraphs 20 and 25-^2. 

The Board might find it useful to refer particularly to part 工工（Administrative 

Co-ordination), which dealt with the proposed broadening of the terms of reference 

of the International Civil Service Advisory Board and of its authority to deal with 

the subject of salaries and allowances in general. At the end of paragraph 9 it was 
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stated that the objective was to reconstitute ICSAB as a body having independence 

and weight of authority over the entire range of salary and allowance matters, and it 

was pointed out that the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination would consult 

ICSAB on such a proposed revision of its functions and submit specific proposals 

to the United Nations General Assembly at its eighteenth session. 

Paragraph 11 dealt with the subject of travel accommodation standards and the 

Advisory Committee made specific reference to the initiative taken by WHO for changing 

travel arrangements. 

Reference was made in paragraphs 14 and 15 to the establishment of general 

service salary scales and to the problem that had been dealt with by the Board at 

its last session* 

With reference to the technical assistance programmes, paragraph 20 referred 

particularly to the recent action of the Economic and Social Council to review and 

extend the mandate of its previous ad hoc Committee of Eight, the membership of which 

had been increased to ten, and drew attention to Economic and Social Council 

resolution 9〇0A(XXXIV). The subject formed a separate item of the Board
r

s agenda, 

and the Board might like to bear in mind the comments of the United Nations Advisory 

Committee when that item was reached. He drew attention to the problems in the 

matter of financial procedures outlined in paragraph 22, which arose from the 

existence of multiple sources of funds for technical assistance or from new kinds of 

aid to development projects at the country and regional level• 

Paragraph 23 referred to the need for standardization between programmes in the 

use and definition o f basic financial terms; and paragraph 24 to the terms used by the 

different agencies in connexion with their regular budgets, suggesting that it might 

be useful to revive inter-organization interest in a common pattern for financial 

regulations and rules with particular attention to operational activities. 
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Paragraphs 25-32 referred to the financing of overhead costs, particularly with 

regard to extra-budgetary costs such as those of the United Nations Special Fund and 

the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. Paragraph 28 suggested that precise 

cost accounting of all identifiable overhead costs associated with technical assistance 

operations according to each separate source of project funds would call for additional 

procedures and expense, both at headquarters and at field offices, without necessarily 

yielding commensurable results, and it was therefore most likely that any future 

arrangements for subventions to the regular budgets from voluntary budgets would 

continue to be of a lump sum character based on more or less arbitrary criteria. 

Paragraph 30 mentioned the willingness of WHO to consider any proposal for a 

transfer of the burden of additional overhead costs to the regular budget provided 

two years
f

 notice in advance of the desired effective date for such transfer was 

given• 

It was stated in paragraph 31 that from the beginning of the Expanded Programme 

of Technical .Assistance WHO had integrated administrative provision for activities 

financed from EPTA funds with its other activities• Paragraph )2 referred to some 

arrangements made between the Technical Assistance Board and the Managing Director 

of the Special Fund with regard to services carried out by the resident technical 

assistance representatives and services of the United Nations itself. 

Reference was made in part III to the administrative budgets of specialized 

agencies) showing the levels of the regular budgets, and a number of tables were 

annexed showing the amounts of the budgets of the various organizations concerned-

Paragraph 51 showed the established posts for each of the organizations, paragraph 52 

special projects and activities, paragraph 53 the scales of assessment used by the 

different organizations, paragraph 5斗 the collection of contributions, and paragraph 55 

Working Capital Funds• 
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Section С dealt with the administrative and financial implications for agency-

budgets in assisting United Nations organs and pointed out the desirability that the 

United Nations General Assembly should make better provision in its rules of procedure 

for prior consultation in respect of proposals for new activities in fields of direct 

concern to the agencies• Annex B, relating specifically to WHO, would also be of 

interest to members of the Board. 

Document EB)l/)5 Add.l contained the report of the Fifth Committee of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations on administrative and budgetary co-ordination, 

together with its proposed resolution which had been adopted by the General Assembly 

of the United Nations. The Board might wish to adept a resolution on the subject 

taking account of the report of the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative 

and Budgetary Questions. It might perhaps agree with the Director-General that there 

was every reason for confidence in the work of the International Civil Service 

Advisory Board and for supporting the extension of its terms of reference» 

In the absence of comment, Dr SYMAN, Rapporteur^ submitted the following draft 

resolution for the Board
]

s consideration: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the United Nations Advisory Committee 

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions on Administrative and Budgetary 

Co-ordination of the United Nations with the specialized agencies and with 

the International Atomic Energy Agency, 

1. NOTES the report; 

2 . NOTES with approval the position taken by the Director-General when the 

Administrâtive Committee on Co-ordination considered the extension of central 

and independent facilities for dealing with salary and allowance questions; 
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3 . CONFIRMS its continuing confidence in the International Civil Service 

Advisory Board as a body of independent experts in public administration whose 

competence and objectivity has been amply demonstrated; and 

斗- EXPRESSES the hope that the Director-General will pursue this matter in 

the Administrât ive Committee on Co-ordination to an early and definitive 

conclusion. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (see resolution 

Dr DOROLLE^ Deputy Director-General, introduced the Director-General
1

 s report 

on programme questions^ under item 7*1 (document EB3l/^5)• The report was submitted 

for the Board
f

 s information and the belated date of issue was due to the fact that it 

covered decisions taken by the United Nations General Assembly at its recent session. 

He would draw attention in particular to paragraph 9， which related to the 

United Nat ions Water Resources Development Centre. The Board would be glad to note 

that WHO was now in a position to take a real part in the work of that Centre under 

the flexible arrangements made through the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. 

That was an interesting development both because of WHO
r

s direct interest in the 

matter and from the standpoint of setting a precedent; there was a trend in the 

United Nations towards setting up specialized centres to deal with different areas 

of interest* 

Another matter of interest lay in General Assembly resolution 1838 (XVTI), the 

text of which was annexed to the report. It would be noted that the Secretary-

General of the United Nations was asked to conduct an inquiry among the governments 

of Member States of the United Nations and.of the specialized agencies concerning 

the particular problems confronting them as a result of the reciprocal action of 

economic development and population changes. It was also recommended that the 
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Economic and Social Council in co-operation with the specialized agencies, the regional 

economic commissions and the Population Commission, should intensify its studies and 

research on the interrelationship of population growth and economic and social 

development^ with particular reference to the needs of the developing countries for 

investment in health and educational facilities within the framework of their 

general development programmes. The latter provision was of particular interest to 

Those were the main points of interest and with the object of saving time he 

would not go in detail into the action taken by other specialized agencies but would 

hold himself at the Board
1

 s disposal to answer any questions that might arise. 

The Board was not called upon to do more than note the report, in accordance 

with past practice. 

Professor ZDANOV said he had read the report with great interest and found it 

sufficiently comprehensive, save in respect of one matter. He would ask the 

Director-General, in preparing the report on the matter for submission to the Health 

Assembly, to give adequate attention to the subject of the economic and social 

consequences of disarmament for V/HO
1

 s work^ particularly in the newly independent 

countries. 

Dr DOROLLE^ Deputy Director-General^ assured Professor Zdanov that his request 

would be borne in mind. 

D Dr VANNUGLI, referring to General Assembly resolution 1 8 3 8 (XVTI)， paragraph 斗， 

asked whether he was right in thinking that under that provision WHO would be 

called upon to study the effect of population growth on the needs of the developing 

countries for investment in health and educational facilities. 
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Having considered the suggestions therein of aspects to be examined 

the Board, together with further suggestions arising during the course 

the discussion; 

Recalling its previous organizational studies, particularly those on 

programme analysis and evaluation, programme planning and co-ordination with 

the United Nations and specialized agencies; and 

Believing that the study, to be worth-while^ will require further 

detailed с ons iderat ion extending over a period of time. 

Dr COROLLE^ Deputy Director-General, confirmed that the Secretariat interpreted 

the provision in that sense. 

In the absence of further comment, Dr FARAH, Rapporteur^ submitted the 

following draft resolution for the Board
!

s с ons i derat ion: 

• ，.、-

The Executive Board， 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the decisions 

of the United Nations, specialized agencies and the International Atomic 

Energy Agency affecting WHO
?

s activities, 

NOTES the report. . 

Decision; The draft resolution was adopted. 

(For further discussion of item 7.1， see section 7 below.) 

5- ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OP PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: Item 2.8.2 
of the Agenda (resumed from section 3 above) 

Dr LAYTON -submitted th'e following draft resolution for the Board
1

 s с ons ide r at i on : 

The Executive Board, 

Having examined the preliminary report of the Director-General on 

methods of planning and execution of projects;' 

by 

of 
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REQUESTS the Director-General < 

(1) to proceed with the preparation of the study along the lines 

set forth in his preliminary report^ taking into account the views 

expressed by the Board at its thirty-first session; 

(2) to present a further report to the Executive Board at its thirty-

second session; and 

⑶ to report to the Sixteenth World Health Assembly that the study-

is proceeding-

Professor ZDANOV said that， since doubts had been expressed as to the logic 

of setting up a working group on the matter at the moment, he would withdraw his 

draft resolution in favour of that proposed by Dr Layton, provided that sub-paragraph 

(2) of the operative paragraph was amended by adding at the end the words: "for 

further study". 

Dr LAYTON accepted that amendment and Dr KARUNARATNE intimated that he had no 

^ t 
objection to the withdrawal of Professor Zdanov

1

 s draft résolution• 

Decision: The draft resolution submitted by Dr Layton, as amended^ was 

adopted (see resolution EB)1.R斗5) 

6. DECISIONS OP THE UNITED NATIONS夕 SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND IAEA AFFECTING W H O
f

S 

ACTIVITIES: Item 7-1 of the Agenda (Documents EB)l/45 and Add.l and 2) 

(resumed from section 4 above) 

Dr РОЮТ,T,F,，Deputy Director-General, introducing the report on co-operation with 

the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning of the Economic and Social Council 

(EB)l/45 Add.l) remarked that again the report had been issued somewhat belatedly, 

for the reason he had already given. 
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The terms of reference of the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning, 

set up by the Economic and Social Council in July I962, covered a subject in which 

the Organization was interested and in which its activity had been increasing over 

the past few years. It was therefore normal that there should be active interest 

in co-ordinating activities in the matter with the United Nations. 

Normally, consultation and co-ordination at secretariat level in the concerted 

action programmes on housing and urbanization was carried out through the relevant 

inter-agency working groups of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, which 

had existed before the setting up of the new Committee of the Economic and Social 

Council. There had been no opportunity as yet for that co-ordinating machinery 

to play its part in relation to the new Committee. 

工nter-agency consultations had taken place on difficulties found regarding the 

timing of meetings of ACC subordinate bodies. The growing number of new inter-

governmental bodies and the extension of their terms of reference created a problem 

for all the secretariats: to be adequately represented at every meeting where 

matters of common interest would be discussed» As much as possible would certainly 

be done through inter-agency co-ordination., but nevertheless the Director-General
1

 s 

position in the matter would be strengthened by the Board
r

 s reaffirming the hope that 

the governing bodies of WHO should be closely associated in the formulation of any 

important decision the new Committee or the .Economic and Social Council might take 

in regard to matters, of common interest and responsibility# . 

The Board might wish to include a clause to that effect in a resolution noting 

the creation of the new Committee, 
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Professor AUJALEU thought the Board might well consider a stronger representation 

by stating that it was of opinion that the governing organs of WHO should be associated • 

with the formulation of major decisions of the kind. 

Dr KARUNARATNE asked whether the new Committee was planning, or was proposing 

to plan field projects; and if so, whether the Organization would take part in 

such projects from the health standpoint. 

Mr LUKER (United Nations) said that the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

was extremely sympathetic towards the idea that the governing bodies of WHO should be 

closely associated with the work of the new Committee. Housing was a subject on 

which co-ordination between the various agencies was extremely good. Representatives 

of WHO would be welcome at meetings both of the new Housing Committee and of the 

Social Commission to which it reported. Were direct representation not to prove 

possible on any particular occasion, an opportunity also existed for the submission 

of written communications* As the subject of housing was of interest to a number 

of agencies, he need not remind the Board of the difficulty of arranging a calendar 

of meetings to fit the wishes of everyone• 

He reiterated that the United Nations would do its utmost to make arrangements 

so as to protect the wishes expressed in the WHO report. 

Dr DOROLLE, answering Dr Karunaratne, explained that what was involved for WHO 

was the making of studies, and с о-ordination in planning, in accordance with the 

decisions of the Economic and Social Council. The appropriate machinery for such 

co-ordination of work existed in the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. There 

was no question of direct field activities in the matter of housing, but no doubt 

the conclusions reached by the various interested bodies would be reflected in the 

Organization
1

 s programme• 
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In the absence of further comment, Dr SYMftN, Rapporteur, submitted the 

following draft resolution for the Board
T

 s с ons i de rat ion: 

The Executive Boards 

Considering resolutions W H A 1 0 •� 9 , EB21.R15 and EB27.R22 concerning 

participation by WHO in broad programmes of the United Nations and specialized 

agencies in the social and economic fields; 

Having noted resolution 9〇)C/XXXIV adopted by the Economic and Social 

Council in July 1962； 

Having considered a report of the Director-General on the creation of 

the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning of the Economic and Social 

Council， 

1. WELCOMES the steps taken by the Economic and Social Council to further 

the improvement of housing conditions in the world; 

2. NOTES the terms of reference assigned to the newly-created United 

Nations Committee on Housing^ Building and Planning; 

REQUESTS the Director-General to co-operate fully with this committee; 

h^ AFFIRMS its opinion that the governing organs of WHO should be associated 

with the formulation of major decisions by the Economic and Social Council 

upon the recommendations of the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning 

involving activities within the competence of the World Health Organization; and 

5. REQUESTS the Director-General to pursue his efforts in order to ensure 

that the machinery and timing of procedures for inter-agency consultation 

and programme co-ordination in these fields are fully effective. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12,50 p.m. 


